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I have a decent idea, but I need some help to write the code. I use cell.exec_ to query the database and return the results in a
seperate cell. A: Use this: =INDEX(("checkitem"&A2);"checkitem"&A2;COLUMNS("checkitem"&A2)) Change A2 with the cell where

you want to check. The result will give you the row number:
=INDEX("checkitem"&A2;COLUMNS("checkitem"&A2);COLUMNS("checkitem"&A2)) Q: Using time() to set time on when script should

be scheduled I have a script which runs every 5 seconds. I need to calculate the current time since when I ran the script the first
time. I am using PHP, (for my server) so I am not using any languages. I am getting the current time using the function: I then need

to get the time from that and subtract that from the current time to find out how many seconds have passed. I am not sure how I can
calculate this. Could you please help me with this? Thanks! A: How does this work? Every time a request is processed, the current

time is checked. If the current time is less than the time when the script started running (last call) this means that the whole script is
finished. The while loop only continues if the current time is still less than the last one. A: The first thing you should do is set the

correct timezone before calculating the current time.
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